Effect of interaction of macroaberrations and scattered light on objective quality of vision in pseudophakic eyes with aspheric monofocal intraocular lenses.
To assess the impact of wavefront ocular aberrations on objective vision quality and depth of focus in pseudophakic patients. University Hospital Bretonneau of Tours, Francois Rabelais Medicine Faculty of Tours, France. Cohort study. Consecutive eyes having implantation of an aspheric monofocal intraocular lens (IOL) (Acri.Smart) were studied. Aberrometry measurements were performed under mesopic conditions with a 6.0 mm pupil using a Wavescan aberrometer. Objective evaluation of optical vision quality was performed using the Optical Quality Analysis System II. The 3 measurements were the modulation transfer function values (MTF cutoff); objective depth of focus, which was computed as the focus range at which Strehl ratio did not fall below 50% of the maximum; and the objective scatter index. Fifty-four eyes (30 patients) were enrolled. Six months postoperatively, MTF cutoff values were increased with decreasing total ocular spherical aberration, ocular trefoil, and 2nd-order astigmatism (P<.05). Objective depth of focus was positively correlated with 2nd-order astigmatism (r(2) = 0.171, P<.001) and total spherical aberration (r(2) = 0.091, P=.028). Objective scatter was more beneficial for depth of focus, with a significantly positive correlation with this parameter (r(2) = 0.28, P=.002), than compromising of optical quality (no significant correlation with MTF measurements in same multiple regression analysis). Three ocular aberrations (2nd-order astigmatism, trefoil, spherical aberration) seemed to interact with objective contrast sensitivity and depth of focus, whereas residual spherical aberration exerted opposite effects on image quality in individual patients.